Abstract Considering the nonlinear, multifunctional properties of double-flywheel with closedloop control, a two-step method including clustering and principal component analysis is proposed to detect the two faults in the multifunctional flywheels. At the first step of the proposed algorithm, clustering is taken as feature recognition to check the instructions of ''integrated power and attitude control" system, such as attitude control, energy storage or energy discharge. These commands will ask the flywheel system to work in different operation modes. Therefore, the relationship of parameters in different operations can define the cluster structure of training data. Ordering points to identify the clustering structure (OPTICS) can automatically identify these clusters by the reachability-plot. K-means algorithm can divide the training data into the corresponding operations according to the reachability-plot. Finally, the last step of proposed model is used to define the relationship of parameters in each operation through the principal component analysis (PCA) method. Compared with the PCA model, the proposed approach is capable of identifying the new clusters and learning the new behavior of incoming data. The simulation results show that it can effectively detect the faults in the multifunctional flywheels system.
Introduction
Fault detection plays a key role in improving the reliability of spacecraft system and preventing the serious damage of operation units. Due to the increase of interactions of operation units and instruments, the dynamics and kinematics mathematical modeling of spacecraft system becomes more and more difficult. In addition, there are divergences between theory, functions and environment of the system on the orbit and restrictions of reusing models of the past systems. Therefore, it is a challengeable job to extract and organize the knowledge of spacecraft system. As a result, the traditional qualitative models (such as transition system model (TSM), 1 expert system, 2 fault tree 3 and signed directed graph (SDG) 4, 5 ) are becoming more difficult to detect the faults of spacecraft as the number of operation modes and component interactions grows. Data-driven monitoring techniques have been proposed to solve these difficulties by automatically clustering data and deducing the normal system behavior in the statistical theory. The performance of system components and instruments can be timely monitored by a statistic estimated variable named the scoring index. The fault detection index is defined by comparing real-time operation data with these nominal indices, measuring the abnormal deviations from the normal conditions or assessing the extent of damage caused by system faults.
The advantage of data-driven methods is that they can automatically extract the system features and timely update fault detection indices more accurately and reasonably. Clustering techniques have been applied to a wide variety of research problems, especially for the pattern recognition and feature extraction. The clustering methods are provided to characterize typical system behavior by extracting general classes of nominal data without any prior knowledge of the spacecraft. And the statistical techniques are used to define the threshold of scoring indices. Therefore, the building model for data-driven methods is able to automatically identify these normal classes or clusters and score the historical data during the normal operations. The complex systems are usually monitored by comparing real-time data with these classes or checking the scoring results whether beyond or within the corresponding thresholds. The system operation is off nominal if a particular set of input value is not consistent with these classes or the corresponding scoring index exceeds the threshold. In some situations, the high-dimensional data may contain manifestations of previously unknown anomalies and failures or contain additional information that can be used to better differentiate and isolate known failures before they cause extensive damage. Data-driven techniques cannot only extract patterns and models from the low-dimensional dataset, but also manage as effectively with the high-dimensional data as they do with a few. The new features and patterns can be supplemented by updating the testing data. However, the more unknown a new feature is, the more necessary is it that the data-driven methods should be somewhat punctilious in learning from the training data generally. Hence, the data grouping should be as accurate as possible in order to discover the tiny faults from the normal fluctuations.
Several data-driven fault detection methods have been successfully applied to aerospace engineering applications by analyzing either archived data or real-time data. Adaptive limit checking 6 method can automatically predicts the intervals for each lower and upper limits of sensor measurement by analyzing the historical telemetry data of an artificial satellite. The two-stage radial basis function (RBF) neural network 7 is effective to learn the nonlinear control system behavior from the training data and detect the faults from the testing data. Considering the engine's health degradation, a bank of Kalman filters 8 can be used to track the conditions of engine and detect the faults of aircraft engine sensors based on on-line data. Inductive monitoring system (IMS) 9,10 usually uses a K-means or density clustering technique to analyze archived system data and characterize nominal allowable intervals of these data vectors including the chosen parameters. The clusters of predefined vectors are stored in a knowledge base that can be used for on-line system monitoring and analysis of historical incidents. Principal component analysis (PCA) 11 can be used to extract variable correlation from the input data set including a large number of parameters in spacecraft systems and reduce data dimensional space.
The data-driven methods mentioned above are effective. But the existing methods mostly focus on the assumption that each system component can have only one function. There is a lack of relevant researches on the fault detection of multifunctional system. On the one hand, it is popular to decrease the payload of spacecraft by integrating multiple functions into one subsystem or instrument. On the other hand, it is difficult to obtain the corresponding prior knowledge and failure mechanism for the multifunctional systems. Furthermore, the spacecraft usually switches subsystem's multifunction which leads to the normal fluctuations indistinguishable from the tiny faults. In summary, it is difficult to propose a useful method which can detect the tiny faults of multifunctional system. In order to solve this problem, a data driven method is studied on the fault detection of multifunctional system by combining clustering techniques with PCA model. This paper is organized as follows: based on the principle of energy storage and attitude control of flywheels, Section 2 analyzes the basic topologies of multifunctional flywheels and applies them in a satellite used for charge, discharge and attitude control, respectively. Section 3 briefly presents the general principle of PCA method and clustering techniques including ordering points to identify the clustering structure (OPTICS) and K-means. Section 4 is devoted to offering the necessary parameter settings of flywheels and amenable mission constrains, and the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed method can be verified by the detection results in simulations. Section 5 summarizes the conclusions.
Topology of multifunctional flywheels
The small satellites will pay enough attention to the multifunctional systems. And the multifunctional flywheels will attract a particular attention because they can storage energy and realize the attitude control. In recent years, data driven fault detection methods have obtained rapid developments. Due to the requirements of confidentiality, it is impossible to use the real-time telemetry data collected from the satellite system in this paper. In order to verify the effectiveness and accuracy of proposed algorithm, the required data is produced by the Simulink model. The Simulink model is built according to the fundamental principle of multifunctional flywheels.
Traditionally, the flywheel 12 becomes more and more popular and useable in satellites because it can work as an attitude control actuator without consuming nonrenewable fuel. As an important actuator, the closed-loop control will ensure that a flywheel can accurately produce the responsive angular momentum with strong anti-interference. 13 However, the closed-loop control will decrease the abnormal deviations and the alarm rate for the high accurate flywheel.
14 In addition, a high-speed flywheel can store a great deal of kinetic energy which can be used as an energy conversion device by accelerating and decelerating the flywheel. The multifunctional flywheels are constructed by two counter-rotating flywheels. And the corresponding flywheel system is controlled by a mathematical equation:
where k t is the motor torque constant coefficient, J the motor moment of inertia, I m the motor current, x the motor angular velocity, V com the torque command voltage, s c the Coulomb friction torque, s v the viscous friction torque, G d the motor gain of flywheel system; x d is the driver bandwidth; the nonlinear function w 1 ðI m ; xÞ represents the EMF torque limit block and w 2 ðxÞ stands for the Coulomb friction subsystem, and the nonlinear function w 3 ðxÞ represents the speed limit subsystem; s z is the reaction torque in Z axis. With the development of the high-temperature superconductor bearings, the flywheel energy storage technology has the potential of engineering application by using the magnetic bearings instead of the mechanical bearings. 15 The multifunctional flywheels system can be used to improve energy efficiency and reduce the payload of spacecraft. 16 Although the multifunctional flywheels are of the above advantages, their complex structures and multiple conditions will increase the difficulties of fault detection. Thus, it is a challengeable job to detect the tiny faults of multifunctional flywheels.
Generally speaking, the total angular momentum of satellite with the multifunctional flywheels will keep constant. Thus, the overall angular momentum should be redistributed by the multifunctional flywheels system to eliminate the influence of external disturbance torque on the satellite. However, the output angular momentum of the multifunctional flywheels should keep zero when the flywheel works as a power supply device rather than an attitude actuator. During the sunlight phase, the power supply device is the photo-voltaic solar arrays and provides the primary electrical power to the electric motor of flywheels. On the contrary, the multifunctional flywheels will supply electricity to the bus when the satellite flees the sunlight region. The computer instructions of satellite system will constantly spin-up the counter rotating flywheels during the charge phase and spin-down the flywheels during the discharge phase. On the other hand, the command of attitude control will increase the total angular momentum of multifunctional flywheels by braking one flywheel and spinning-up its counter one. In order to avoid a large torque difference built-up between the flywheels, it is necessary to manage the higher-speed flywheel by braking and the lower-speed flywheel by accelerating. As a result, the multifunctional flywheels system will have different correlations among the flywheel parameters in different operation modes, such as charge, discharge and attitude control.
In this paper, the multifunctional flywheels are used to provide the energy for the satellite system just like the accumulator battery, in addition to the actuator function with transfer of angular momentum. Generally speaking, such multifunction system is called ''integrated power and attitude control system (IPACS)" or ''the combined energy and attitude and control system (CEACS) 17 ". The multifunctional flywheels configuration is shown in Fig. 1 . 18 And the corresponding Simulink block is an internal speed loop-based attitude control architecture with an angle feedback h sat . The energy torque commands T energy:cmd will increase or decrease the speed of multifunctional flywheels according to the energy charge/discharge commands. The attitude control command will increase the speed of flywheels, and the maximum speed is directly regulated by the energy discharge process and attitude control or energy charge process during the sunlight period.
In Fig. 1 , h ref is the reference attitude; FðsÞ is a pre-filtering function; K P and K D are the proportional and derivative attitude gains; T s=w1 is a projection matrix from the satellite coordinate frame to the first flywheel coordinate frame and T w1=s is a projection matrix form the first flywheel coordinate frame to the satellite coordinate frame, and both have a scalar value of 1; T s=w2 and T w2=s are the projection matrices for the second flywheel and have a scalar value of -1; K 1 and K 2 are intergrators' gains; s w1 and s w2 are the time constants for the first flywheel and the second flywheel; I w1 and I w2 are the flywheel inertias, and I sat is the satellite inertia; X cmd is the flywheel speed command and X w1 is the output speed of the first flywheel and X w2 is the output speed of the second flywheel; T S is the torque exerted on the satellite body; T D is the external disturbance torques; h sat is the true satellite attitude.
Basic principle of PCA and clustering
In order to investigate the faulty behavior in the integrated power and attitude control system, it is necessary to identify all the possible normal operations and learn the corresponding behavior when the multifunctional flywheels system changes the functions or operations. The proposed algorithm mainly consists of two parts: the clustering analysis and PCA method.
The schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 2 . The data preprocessing cannot only remove noise from the collected dataset, but also choose the suitable and relative parameters through the mathematic equations without prior fault knowledge. Data correlation analysis is intended to choose several variables which can indicate the function changes of multifunctional flywheels system. Then the data label procedure is used to group the archived data, the training data set can be used to learn the system behavior and the testing data set comes from the newly states which can reflect the system abnormal behavior or faults in spacecraft system. Finally, the clustering techniques including OPTICS and K-means are used to identify and group the training data into each cluster, and then the squared prediction error (SPE) index is used to define the control limit in each cluster.It is worth noting that the testing data should belong to the nearest neighbor cluster whose centroid is closest to the test sample of dataset. The reachability-plot in OPTICS can help the proposed algorithm to discover the new patterns from the incoming dataset. At the same time, the PCA model has the potential to ''learn" the spacecraft behavior from the input-output data. In this article, the OPTICS algorithm is used to identify all possible functions of multifunctional flywheels and K-means can automatically group these archived data into the corresponding functions. The SPE index can define the correlation of chosen variables when data set is collected from a single operation. Firstly, the testing data can find their operation according to the radius of clusters in training data. Secondly, the threshold of SPE index in each cluster of testing data is defined by the PCA model. Finally, the faulty behavior of the multifunctional flywheels can be discovered if the SPE index overtakes its threshold of each cluster.
PCA method used in the proposed algorithm
In the flywheel system, a set of values for each variable in the data vector can represent the fluctuations of single physical state. But the behavior of flywheel system can be described by the variable correlation of the process data X C 2 R nÂm , where m is the dimension of data vector including chosen variables and derived variables, and n is the number of samples. C is the number of clusters in the training data and X C can be decomposed by the PCA model as
where T CP is the score matrix of the Cth cluster and P CP is the loading matrix of the Cth loading matrix under the principal component subspace (PCS), while T CR is the score matrix of the Cth cluster and P CR is the loading matrix of the Cth loading matrix under the residual subspace (RS). It is necessary to perform normalization in order to extract a useable correlation of parameters in the flywheel system. PCA decomposes a normalization matrix X with zero mean and unit variance into
where X P represents projection of data matrix on PCS and X R represents projection of modeling error and noise on RS.
If l principal components are selected in the PCA model, according to the hypothetic criterion of the PCA model, these principal components are uncorrelated to each other from a statistical point of view.
where p i is defined as the loading vector representing the coordinate transformation, and t i the corresponding score vector representing the major variances of each axis. Finally, the correlation among the parameters of flywheel can be accurately described by a dimensional matrix with the residual subspace and principal subspace.
where l is the number of principal components and depends on the variance of the reconstruction error. Because the columns of T P and T R are orthogonal, the covariance matrix can be rewritten as
where the diagonal matrix with eigenvalues can be rewritten as: P P is the loading matrix in PCS subspace, and P R is loading matrix in RS subspace; T P is the score matrix in PCS subspace, and T R is the score matrix in RS subspace;
where k i is the ith eigenvalue of the covariance matrix. The modeling error can be diminished and the approximate equality in Eq. (7) becomes an accurate equality if data sample size is large enough.
CPVðlÞ ¼ 100
The modeling error can be measured by the CPV index which is the abbreviation of cumulative percent variance. The SPE index can define a reasonable probabilistic score for the normal data instance x in residual subspace. Let
The relative parameters in Eq. (10) are calculated by
where C a follows the Gaussian distribution with the confidence ð1 À aÞ%; Q is the squared prediction error of samples in the residual subspace. The upper control limit for Q becomes
The control limit Q a is a statistical threshold corresponding to the upper 1 À a percentile. Fault detection of flywheel system based on clustering and principal component analysiswhere C R ¼ I À C P represents the projection matrix on the RS subspace; C P represents the projection matrix on the PCS subspace;
x new is a sample vector from the normal operating conditions. The mapping function of parameters is broken and rebuilt if there are changes in the variable correlation. Thus, the variables of flywheel system will change their predefined correlations which can result in the changes of residual matrix. For example, the sample vector x new increases its projection to the RS. As a result, the magnitude of x R will surpass the predefined threshold of index. The SPE is given by Eq. (15) .
The relationship among these variables is considered statistically stable if
Principle of clustering algorithm
Clustering is used to identify the new groups in the training dataset which can contribute to discover the abnormal behavior in the flywheel system. However, it is a great challengeable job to choose the suitable number of clusters from the training data without prior knowledge. The relative parameters are chosen by sensitivity analysis, which compares the clustering results in all possible permutations and selects a set of optimal parameters. For example, a series of possible Eps values can vary from the minimum distance to the maximum distance when a constant MinPts value is given. Eps is the minimum distance criterion in a cluster and MinPts is the minmum number of points in a cluster. It is better to choose the minimum value in these permutations so that a separate nominal group can be discovered. However, it is time-consuming to deploy the sensitivity analysis when the algorithm will be required to deal with a large amount of data set. Considering a specific permutation of relative parameters, the principle of density-based clustering is shown in Fig. 3 . A new cluster is constructed when the number of points in a certain region with a specific radius amounts to MinPts. The nearby points of a cluster can be grouped into the original cluster when their parameters satisfy the same density criterion until no other point can be added to the existing cluster. Otherwise, it starts to search for a new cluster from these points. Outliers are the points that are far away from any clusters. OPTICS 19 can produce an augmented ordering of the training data corresponding to its density-based clustering structure. The cluster-ordering of a data set can be constructed by the reachability-plot, which is rather insensitive to the input parameters of the clustering. Therefore, the reachability-plot can help the clustering algorithm to choose the suitable number of clusters and avoid tedious sensitivity analysis.
K-means becomes very popular in the clustering analysis due to its simple structure, although K-means 20 algorithm was first published in 1955. It assumes that the dataset X is a set of m-dimensional points or data vectors, which should be clustered into k groups. K-means algorithm will update its k means of clusters in order to find the centroids of k clusters. The algorithm will converge to local optimum centroids when it minimizes the squared error between the empirical mean of a cluster and the points in k clusters.
where l c is the mean of the cth cluster z c ; O is the squared error between l c and points x i in the cth cluster. N c is the total number of the cth cluster. The sum of squared errors of K-means algorithm is given by
Traditionally, the K-means algorithm requires the user to specify three parameters including a cluster number k, initial centroids and distance measure. The Squared Euclidean distance is the default choice and the initial cluster centroid is given randomly. However, the number of clusters is usually chosen by the sensitivity analysis. OPTICS can help K-means choose the proper number of clusters. In this paper, the training data will include several clusters because the multifunctional flywheels system will change the corresponding parameter settings during different operations. And these normal fluctuations in the training data may cause the SPE index to overtake its control limit and result in a false alarm. The combination of OPTICS and K-means are able to identify these clusters in the training data representing different variable correlations of multifunctional flywheels.
Simulation results
To evaluate the performance of our proposed fault detection scheme in a near-realistic situation, an amenable simulation of a single-axis stabilized satellite has been introduced. The simulation model consists of the above CEACS system, the high-fidelity nonlinear model of multifunctional flywheels and PD controls that are designed to stabilize the satellite. The Simulink model is built according to the fundamental principle of multifunctional flywheels and mathematical model in Ref. 21 The necessary training data and testing data are produced by the Simulink model.
Consider that the inherent dynamic disturbances and uncertainties are commonly present in the real data collected from the multifunctional flywheels system or telemetry data. In order to simulate the real situations, it is necessary to provide the fundamental disturbances and noise for a high-fidelity mathematical model of a flywheel system. The flywheels used in this Simulink mode are Ithaco ''type A" flywheel that is currently being manufactured by Goodrich Corporation. Thus, the Ithaco's standard type flywheel 21 should be introduced into the multifunctional flywheels system. The corresponding parameters used in the simulation are shown in Table 1 , where Fig. 3 Example of density-based clustering process. k e is the motor back EMF, k s the over-speed circuit, x s the over-speed circuit threshold, x a the torque noise high pass filter-frequency, h a the torque noise angle deviation, R in the input resistance, and k f the voltage feedback gain.
The Simulink model of Ithaco's standard type flywheel is built based on the mathematical Eq. (1). It is shown that a detailed block diagram of flywheel consists of five subsystems in Fig. 4 and these sub-blocks are motor torque control, speed limit, EMF torque limit, motor disturbances, as well as bearing friction and disturbances respectively. In Fig. 4 , H b , H f and H s are the Heaviside step functions respectively, H z the angular momentum of Z axis, B the constant of cogging torque amplitude, C the constant of motor torque ripple coefficient, N the torque pulse frequency, h a the angle error of torque caused by noise, x s the threshold of speed in the speed limit block, x a the high-pass filter of frequency, V bus the bus voltage and I bus the bus current.
Hypothetical mission of a small satellite
Considering a single axis of the satellite with bias momentum, the multifunctional flywheels will offer the opposite torque to the satellite and provide the reusable energy to the bus of power system. In order to approximate and implement the practical function of multifunctional flywheels, a representative earth orientated satellite mission is provided and the integrated power and attitude control system is used to deploy the energy storage and attitude control functions. The satellite mentioned above is a bias momentum stabilized type and active pitch control is used to adjust the attitude of satellite Fault detection of flywheel system based on clustering and principal component analysisby the multifunctional flywheels. Therefore, the multifunctional flywheels system is mounted on the pitch axis in order to provide a bias momentum for the roll/yaw plane stiffness. The necessary parameter settings in the hypothetic mission should be given as follows. 18 The duration of hypothetic mission is 3 years and the circular orbit is at 500 km with inclination of 53°. In addition, the bias angular momentum is 0.4 NÁmÁs for Nano-satellite and 1.4 NÁmÁs for the microsatellite. The corresponding attitude accuracy is X (roll) < 0.2°, Y (pitch) < 0.2°and Z (yaw) < 0.5°. The flywheel inertial I w is 1.3 Â 10 À3 kgÁm 2 , and the pitch disturbance T DY is 4.2 Â 10 À6 NÁm + 3.4 Â 10
À6
Ásin(X 0 t) NÁm with X 0 the orbital frequency of satellite. The peak power of multifunctional flywheels is 4.7 Wh (16920 J) and the storage capacity is about 4.04 Wh (14544 J). The eclipse period t ecl is 28.3 m.
In order to eliminate the influence of external disturbance and maintain the designed energy storage, the flywheel will accelerate or decelerate the flywheels according to the instructions of control center computers. The minimum flywheel's rotational speed is approximately 1300 rad/s and used to provide the bias angular momentum. The retrieved energy of multifunctional flywheels is 4.04 Wh (14544 J) during the eclipse phase, which can meet the minimum energy requirement. The fluctuation of attitude error is less than the maximum allowable pointing error. In order to ensure the required stiffness for the roll/yaw plane, the minimum bias angular momentum is applied along the pitch axis.
The maximum flywheel speed is determined by four parameters, such as the satellite power requirement P out , the eclipse period t ecl , the minimum initial angular velocity x initial and the flywheel inertial I w . The bias momentum is proportional to the initial angular velocity. And x initial is an adjustable value to limit the angular momentum, which can determine the required attitude accuracy and ensure the necessary stability of satellite. Finally, the maximum speed of the multifunctional flywheels can be estimated according to the following equation:
The higher-speed flywheel usually operates at very higher speeds (between x initial and x max ). There are some fluctuations around the maximum design speed 4500 rad/s in the small satellite application due to external disturbances. And the useable charge-discharge efficiency is about 95%. The multifunctional flywheels will switch the functions three times according to the demands of satellite system such as attitude control, charge and discharge. The features of each command are given in Table 2 . The flywheels will decrease the rotation speed according to the energy discharge command when the higher-speed flywheel speed exceeds the maximum speed limit defined by the system parameters. Command 1 will allow the multifunctional flywheels to implement attitude control by timely increasing the speed before the flywheels reach the maximum speed. Command 2 will require the multifunctional flywheels to quickly increase their speed and maintain their maximum speeds during the sunlight period. Command 3 shows that the flywheel system can work as a power supply and provide basic power for the satellite system during the eclipse period, and then the flywheel speed will decrease to the minimum speed. In addition, the external force can be different during the sun period because the satellite has some unpredicted disturbances, such as the sun's radiation pressure and gravitational forces.
Fault detection results
In order to detect the faults in the flywheel system, it is natural to choose the relative variables to define the normal behavior of multifunctional flywheels system. The system faults will cause the correlation among different variables to change in a principal direction. During the data preprocess, these variables in physical equations are selected to define the consistencies of flywheel parameters, such as the motor current, the output torque, the speed of the first and second flywheels, the bias flywheel speed, the derivative of motor current and speed of the first flywheel. However, a good block division results require that the parameters of data vector have the connections with the flywheel's functions as close as possible. Therefore, the motor current, the satellite attitude, the bus current and bus voltage are the suitable parameter combinations which can exactly indicate the instructions of multifunctional flywheels system, such as attitude control, charge and discharge.
In the data label process, the training data should be collected from the normal operations of multifunctional flywheels system, while the testing data should include some faulty samples. Above all, the training data should be complete enough that system behaviors can be comprehensive represented by the dataset. For example, the simulation model assumes that the flywheel system has three clusters which are the attitude control, energy storage and energy discharge. It takes 800 s that the flywheel speed increases from 1300 rad/s to 3000 rad/s in the first cluster. Then, the speed will sharply increase from 3000 rad/s to 4500 rad/s and then the speed fluctuates around the maximum value in the second cluster. The speed will decrease from 4500 rad/s to 1300 rad/s in the third cluster. In order to offer enough power to the satellite system, the flywheel's speed will reach the maximum speed by increasing the motor current, and then the flywheel's speed will remain some fluctuations around the maximum speed by offering the extra motor current pulses. During the eclipse period, the multifunctional flywheels work as a power supply to decrease the flywheel speed to the minimum speed. In addition, the Simulink model will introduce two kinds of faults including the motor magnetic flux fault and the friction fault into the testing data. After the simulation data are collected, the training data can help the proposed algorithm to learn the system normal behavior, while the test data can be used to inspect the detectability of the proposed algorithm. In order to demonstrate the advantage of the proposed algorithm, two kinds of faults will be detected by the conventional PCA method and the proposed method respectively. The fault detective performance is always affected by the magnitude of faulty parameters. Hence, it is necessary to compare the fault detective performance of two methods under the same magnitude of a fault. In addition, the detective performance of the two methods is also evaluated under the same type of fault to different extents. Thus, two faults including a minor fault and a serious fault will be introduced into the multifunctional flywheels system which can be used to prove the advantage of the proposed algorithm.
Motor magnetic flux fault
Motor magnetic flux fault 22 will cause a step change of the flywheel motor current. Thus, a 50% decrease (the minor fault) and 90% decrease (the serious fault) in the motor magnetic flux coefficient are introduced exclusively for the first flywheel during the time t 2 ½800; 1800 s at the attitude control and charge step, and t 2 ½2300; 3500 s at discharge step. When it happens, the motor magnetic flux fault will make the system's observable variables to deviate from their nominal values. For example, there is a smaller difference between the normal and faulty motor currents under a minor fault scenario ( Fig. 5(a) ), while there is a bigger difference between the normal and faulty motor currents under a serious fault scenario during the faulty periods ( Fig. 5(b) ). At the same time, the increases of first flywheel speed x 1 are shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6 (b) which correspond to the attitude control/charging/discharging operations.
From Fig. 7(a) , it can be found that only a few points from the minor fault data exceed the threshold of SPE index. There are few points of the serious fault data in attitude control and discharge modes beyond the threshold, but these points of the serious fault data in the charge process can exceed the threshold in Fig. 7(b) . Overall, the PCA model fails to detect the minor and serious motor magnetic flux fault in the multifunctional flywheels system. The main reason for the failures of PCA model is that the multiple operations switching will mix the faulty variations with the normal fluctuations in the multifunctional flywheels system.
The multifunctional flywheels mainly include two kinds of parameters. The first type is suitable for health monitoring and the other type is used for feature recognition. The OPTICS algorithm can produce the augmented cluster-ordering of the training data for feature recognition which is made up of a 4-dimension data vectors. From the reachability-plot in Fig. 8 , it is better to divide the training data into 3 clusters which correspond to the instructions of multifunctional flywheels system. Thus, the correlation among the parameters in the multifunctional flywheels system is the 8-dimension data vector and the training data set should be grouped into 3 clusters by K-means algorithm. The attitude control operation is used to increase the flywheel speed, and then there is a step change in flywheel speed during the quick charge operation before the flywheel reaches the maximum speed. It is difficult to classify these points in the quick charge operation due to the similar way of increasing speed. The K-means algorithm can only group the points between 1350 and 1500 representing the quick charge operation. And the clustering results show that the K-means algorithm can provide a more reasonable partition than the process knowledge when the multifunctional flywheels switch their functions. Table 3 shows that the fault detection rates of the proposed method are higher than the PCA method under the minor fault. For the proposed method, the fault detection rate of attitude control mode is obviously higher than the other two modes. It shows that the proposed method can detect the smaller magnitude of motor magnetic flux fault in the attitude control mode than the other two modes.
Comparing the detection rate of each cluster under the serious fault, the detection rates of motor magnetic flux fault are higher than the traditional PCA model in Table 4 . It shows that the proposed algorithm can detect the serious motor magnetic flux fault in the multifunctional flywheels system. In short, the detective performance of the proposed algorithm is better than the PCA model under the minor and serious motor magnetic flux fault. What is more, the proposed method can detect the serious motor magnetic flux fault, and it can also detect the minor fault in the attitude control step although it fails to detect the minor fault in the other two steps. Thus, it is suggested that the minor motor magnetic flux fault should be detected by the proposed algorithm in the attitude control operation.
Motor friction fault
In the flywheel system, the motor friction fault can reduce the energy efficiency and reliability of flywheels. It is necessary to detect the motor friction fault in order to elongate the life span of flywheel. In this paper, a 20% increase (minor fault) and a 50% increase (serious fault) in the motor friction coefficient are introduced exclusively for the first flywheel in the period t 2 ½800; 1800 s during the attitude control step and charge step, and t 2 ½2300; 3500 s in discharge step. Compare the minior motor friction fault Fig. 12(a) with the serious motor friction fault Fig. 12(b) , the differences between the normal and faulty motor currents become more and more small due to the decrease of flywheel speed. And the speed feedback control will sharply reduce the differences between the minor fault and the normal situation in Fig. 13(a) for the first flywheel speed during the attitude control and charge phases, So does for the serious fault in Fig. 13(b) . Due to the same completely training data under the motor friction fault, the cluster number is the same as the one in motor magnetic flux fault, and it is better to divide the 8-dimension operation data into 3 clusters by K-means algorithm. From Fig. 14(a) , it can be found that only a few points from the minor fault data exceed the threshold of SPE index. There are few points of the serious fault data in attitude control and discharge modes beyond the threshold, but these points of the serious fault data in the charge process can exceed the threshold in Fig. 14(b) . And the PCA model succeeds in detecting serious motor friction fault at charge step, just as the serious motor magnetic flux fault in Fig. 7(b) . Comparing the normal fluctuations at charge step with the other two steps caused by function switch, its normal deviations reach the maximum value rather than the other two modes in the multifunctional flywheels. So the fault in the charge step can be more easily detected by the PCA model.
From Table 5 , it shows that the fault detection rates of the proposed method are higher than the PCA method under the Fault detection of flywheel system based on clustering and principal component analysisminor fault. For the proposed method, the fault detection rate at charge step is obviously higher than the other two steps. It shows that the proposed method can detect the smaller magnitude of motor friction fault in the charge mode than the other two modes. Comparing the detection rate of each cluster under the serious fault, the detection rates of motor friction fault are higher than the traditional PCA model in Table 6 . It shows that the proposed algorithm can detect the serious motor friction fault in the multifunctional flywheels system. Figs. 15(a 17(b) show the serious motor friction fault detection results of the proposed method. In brief, the detective performance of the proposed algorithm is better than the PCA model under the minor and serious motor friction faults. Moreover, the proposed method can detect the serious motor friction fault. And it can also detect the minor fault at the charge step although it fails to detect the minor fault at the other two steps. Thus, it is suggested that the minor motor friction fault should be detected by the proposed algorithm in the charge operation.
Conclusions
(1) Considering the advantages of data-driven methods, a novel fault detection of multifunctional flywheels method is proposed based on the telemetry data. And the modeling of the proposed method mainly helps the users to analyze large data sets by extracting the variable correlation. (2) The merits of the proposed method are as follows:
firstly, it can avoid the complicate dynamics and kinetics mathematical modeling; secondly, it can detect the system fault without any prior fault knowledge; thirdly, it can automatically identify the clusters of training data and learn the behavior of system from the training data which contributes to detect the faults of multifunctional systems. (3) In order to verify the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed method, a corresponding Simulink block is built. And the training data and testing data are produced by the Simulink model under two fault scenarios.
The simulation results demonstrate that the fault detection results of the proposed algorithm are better than the traditional PCA model. And the detection rates under the two faults have been improved which can show the effectiveness of the proposed approach in the multifunctional flywheels.
